
 

CombMac-24E Electric Comb Binding Equipment
[CombMac-24E]

 List Price: $1,999.00
 You Save: $604.00
 Your Price: $1,395.00

 
Prices and specifications are subject to change. Click
the link to view the latest information: CombMac-24E Electric Comb
Binding Equipment

Tired of punching by hand? Need to bind a lot of documents in a hurry? The Akiles CombMac 24E
Comb Binding Machine has a heavy-duty electric punch to make your binding jobs easier and
quicker. You can punch 25 sheets of paper up to 14 inches wide in a single step, so legal-size
presentations are a snap. All punch pins can be disengaged to easily fit any smaller paper size, so you
can punch smaller size pages just as easily.

The punch is foot pedal operated to free both of your hands for feeding paper. The CombMac 24E has
fully adjustable stops for both margin (depth) and side alignment of the punch. This means you can
punch the correct holes for any size comb, from 3/16 to 2 inch.

The binding handle can be mounted on either the left or the right side to accommodate left or right
handed operators. The entire machine has been designed for ease of use in a demanding environment,
making it perfect for commercial volume shops.

Features

Punchpaper up to 14 inches long
Open ended punch throat to allow punching longer sizes
All 24 dies can be disengaged for punching shorter lengths
Top—mounted comb opener
Punches up to 25 sheets of 20 lbs paper at a time
Binds with 3/16" to 2" combs
Comb opener handle can be set on left or right side
Depth margin control allows the correct margin spacing for each comb size
Diameter scale measures comb diameter.
Large capacity waste drawer
Side margin is adjustable to evenly centered punch for all paper sizes
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Jam release (Reverse) switch in case you over—punch
All components certified and approved by CE for the most stringent safe requirements.
Foot pedal punch operation
Heavy-Duty design and construction for extended service life
Perfect for a bindery, print shop, copy center, corporation, advertising agency, school, office
and more
1 Year Warranty

Specifications

          Maximum Punch Capacity 25 20# sheets
Maximum Paper Size 14 inches
Construction Metal
Punch Type Electric
Disengageable Punch Pins All
Adjustable Hole Depth Yes
Binds Books Up To 2.0 inches
Warranty 1 year
Power 120 V, 60 Hz
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